Superb Craftsmanship, timeless elegance and an uncompromising quality are Inthra’s foundation pillars. Providing an exceptional experience is our mission, hence our success.

Inthra SARL is a creator and provider of high quality hotel and restaurant supplies in the Middle East, with a specialization in amenities and tabletops.

Since its inception in Lebanon in 1994, Inthra has managed to differentiate itself through products of high caliber. The company is the exclusive representative of numerous international suppliers that are leaders in their fields, thus bringing forth impeccable quality products and services to the region.

Inthra’s reputation is that of an elegant provider of the most carefully crafted products, to the region’s best hotels. The company has managed to build a strong network of manufacturers and product suppliers, ensuring prompt and efficient service with guaranteed quality products.

Inthra’s products highlight your commitment towards your guests and their absolute comfort.

The list of products is diverse and comprehensive:

Linen for bed, bath and dining

Table Top Supplies
– Porcelain, Cutlery, Glassware, Hollowware

Cosmetics, Dry Amenities and Accessories

Bedding Items
– Pillows, Duvet, Toppers, Mattress Protectors

Room Equipment
– Magnifying Mirrors, Hair/Hand Dryers, Guest Safe Boxes, Ironing Stations, Baby Cots, Guest Scales, Valet & Laundry

Kettles, Coffee Stations and Minibars

Leather Items & Lights

Banqueting Equipment
– Folding Tables and Chairs, Stages, Partitions, Dance Floors, Buffet Equipment

Trolleys & Lobby Items
Exquisite softness via luxury linen made from the finest cotton.

We specialize in the supply of top quality bed linen, with a finish that ranges from 200-thread to 500-thread count. Our collection includes bed sheets, pillowcases, as well as duvet covers, and includes all sizes.

Choose from a selection of numerous materials – cotton rich blends to 100% cotton linens – available in plain satin, percale finish, 1cm stripe, as well as other jacquard and dobby designs.

Give a touch of class to your bed set!
Soft, fluffy terry towels made from the finest quality yarns.

Our towels are soft and strong, available from 550GM, 650GM and higher. Range includes towel sets, bathrobes, bath rugs and slippers.

Pamper your guests with ultimate comfort and desirable absorbency.
One of the most important ingredients in a meal is linen.

A sumptuous tablecloth and perfectly pressed napkin are a part of any memorable dining experience. Tablecloths, napkins, placemats, runners, chair covers and bows.

We make no compromise in quality for we know that our clients expect nothing less than the best.
Leather Items
Inthra represents a large portfolio of well known brands. We create exclusive lines of toiletries and accessories and offers a custom-made service. We also offer the largest branded lines’ selections. Our cosmetic products use top quality ingredients and are manufactured according to Eco-friendly regulations known to be the most restrictive in the world. Through consultation we work with you to produce the best line tailored to your requirements. Thus, your guest amenities line would reflect the image of your company and will match your corporate identity.
THE BIENVENUE LINE
Bienvenue is the first hotel collection that was conceived in France 40 years ago.
From the name itself, "Bienvenue" meaning "Welcome" in English to the flower symbol, the flower being offered as an inviting gesture, these two strong emblems embody the art of welcoming guests. This art of making one welcome is rooted in the ancient practices of hospitality. Preparing to welcome someone takes thought and intention, and it was in this spirit that the Bienvenue amenity line was created and continues to evolve today.
A unique experience

More than 60 years of practical experience in beauty Institutes, remarkable application methods that have proven their effectiveness in thousands of cases, an exceptional knowledge of men and women’s beauty concerns, all of these have built the foundation of Clarins success.
Bienvenue is the first hotel collection that was conceived in France 40 years ago. From the name itself, “Bienvenue” meaning “Welcome” in English to the flower symbol, the flower being offered as an inviting gesture, these two strong emblems embody the art of welcoming guests. This art of making one welcome is rooted in the ancient practices of hospitality. Preparing to welcome someone takes thought and intention, and it was in this spirit that the Bienvenue amenity line was created and continues to evolve today.

Le Petit Prince

Born in 1943 in New York, The Little Prince is a worldwide publishing phenomenon, a philosophical tale with humanist values, shared from one generation to another for more than 70 years. Creating bonds between generations, men and continents, The Little Prince is a sustainable development icon, a World Peace actor, and a Childhood Rights Ambassador.
CLARINS
A unique experience
More than 60 years of practical experience in beauty Institutes, remarkable application methods that have proven their effectiveness in thousands of cases, an exceptional knowledge of men and women’s beauty concerns, all of these have built the foundation of Clarins success.

MUGLER
Cologne first originated with “miracle waters” which healing powers and the covetousness that surrounded them constituted the stuff of legends and were the secrets to their reputation. Now they have served as a source of inspiration for Mugler.

In their memory, the designer created a fragrance that unites the past and the future. It is a familiar yet innovative scent; energizing and fresh, sensual yet tenacious. It is a unique and dual creation that allures women and appeals to men. A blended vision by Mugler in every sense.
Nuxe

The respect for Nature has always been at the very heart of NUXE history and the balance of biodiversity is one of its major concerns. Bees are a threatened species and as major pollinators in ecosystems that contain flowering plants their decline would have a major impact.

That is why NUXE made a commitment to save bees in partnership with “Un toit pour les abeilles” (A home for bees) by sponsoring hives implanted in the Vosges area.
YVES ROCHER
Powerful cosmetics sourced from the life force of plants, their ability to regenerate, their vital energy and secrets of longevity are deeply effective on your skin and fulfill all your needs.

Cosmetics that respect your skin: every ingredient and formula is guaranteed to be safe for beauty you can rely on. They also respect nature by limiting the environmental impact and caring about the well-being of future generations by making the active protection of biodiversity part of their daily work. Yves Rocher guest amenities are manufactured in line with this environmental policy. All active ingredients are sourced directly from plants and some of the ingredients are grown organically.
The respect for Nature has always been at the very heart of NUXE history and the balance of biodiversity is one of its major concerns. Bees are a threatened species and as major pollinators in eco-systems that contain flowering plants their decline would have a major impact. That is why NUXE made a commitment to save bees in partnership with “Un toit pour les abeilles” (A home for bees) by sponsoring hives implanted in the Vosges area.

Uriage
Uriage Dermatological Laboratories have been creating innovative dermo-cosmetic products, designed to keep the skin healthy. These state-of-the-art products are recommended by dermatologists and available in pharmacies. All our products benefit from Uriage Thermal Water properties, associated with active ingredients known for their efficacy and tolerance.

Uriage Thermal Water is bottled straight from the source at the heart of the French Alps to preserve all its natural purity and richness.
AZZARO

A Mediterranean brand par excellence, bathed in sunlight and soaked in color. The sun, source of energy and positivism, has always thrilled Loris Azzaro's heart and mind. Symbol of life and positivity, it is one of the main sources of inspiration, both in his couture and fragrance creations. Today, more than even, it is the emblem of the Azzaro brand.
ANNE SEMONIN
A French brand created over 25 years ago, Anne Semonin was a founder of the ‘spa’ concept and remains dedicated to providing exceptional spa venues all over the world, devoted to the transformative beauty and wellbeing journey of women. With luxurious products and treatments prescribed by expert therapists in Anne Semonin spas, clients receive unsurpassed personalized care for skin radiance and beauty confidence.
ATELIER COLOGNE
Established in 2009, Atelier Cologne is the first Maison de Parfum creating Pure Perfumes inspired by the legendary Eau de Cologne.

The Founders, Sylvie Ganter and Christophe Cervasel, gave birth to a new olfactive family, «Cologne Absolue».

For the first time, citruses are blended with the most precious natural raw materials for perfectly balanced creations and exceptional lasting power.

Each Cologne Absolue tells the story of treasured emotions and powerful memories.
innovation and creativity are at the heart
of the courrèges fragrances history.
the bold and free olfactory choices are committed and fully embody the courrèges style.
a new wind blows through eau de courrèges, declined in body and skin care products for an exclusive hotel line.
Guests are important, and they deserve the best of everything. Good service and a flexible customer focus are not the only priorities: individual attention and the ability to offer a complete package of modern, innovative room facilities are just as important.

Both business and holiday guests appreciate when hotel rooms are provided with easy to use electronic scales as well as a functional welcome tray with a reliable kettle in their room. After a long trip, it is comfortable to be able to boil water and make a cup of coffee & tea.

Also a functional ironing units. Whether it is for a business meeting or a gala dinner in the evening: wrinkles are not welcome in clothes, whatever the time zone may be.

In addition to a full functional and trendy hotel electronic safe with a multi user friendly display.

Our mini bars are eco friendly, with an Ammoniac system that ensures a full night sleep without any noise.
‘Made Exclusively in Europe’
quality and reliability for the hotel sector.

The manufacturers focus on their core expertise in the field of
haircare appliances and ensure that the special requirements
for hotel hairdryers are met in full.

Eco friendly: Our hairdryers make energysaving settings possible,
have a long life and achieve high drying rates even at low wattages.
The manufacturers are committed to making a positive contribution
towards sustainable development. All ‘Swiss Made’ products are
manufactured from materials 95% of which can be recycled and
they do not contain any hazardous or dangerous substances
(RoHS directive).

You can select from our widest range of Brot-Paris hand crafted
mirrors ranging back from the year 1826.
It may happen that mom says: “Could you please set the table? Lay out spoons too, there’s soup for dinner.”

A project whose goal is to be the voice of deep values related to the rediscovery of everyday gestures that are part of our culture, our tradition. With The tables, Inthra wants to spread the concept that set the table is a pleasure to live and share, every day, with creativity, imagination and professionalism.

A “cultural” project that is told in an impactful catalog that plays with strong images, aphorisms, humorous or even kitsch visual, born from 15 years of experience.
Great functions require a wide range of equipments, creative and inspiring structure, much like events and conferences.

To art aficionados as much as our clients and delegates, little is revealed of the dedicated effort, uncompromising imagination and minute care that are invested in the final outcome.

A successful event is all that matters.

Inthra offers a complete range for breakfast's buffet. The many combinations and diversity of materials available and the opportunities to personalize the range allow you to create your very own buffet service: à la carte, unique, exclusive and in perfect harmony with the style and scale of your establishment.
LEBANON
Albergo Relais & Chateaux
Byblos Sur Mer Boutique Hotel
Casino Du Liban
Crowne Plaza Beirut
Clemenceau Medical Center
Four Seasons Beirut
Four Points by Sheraton Hotels
Grand Hills Village Hotel & Resort
Golden Tulip - Hotels Group
Harry’s Bar Beirut
Hilton Metropolitan & Al Habtoor Grand Hotel
Kampai Restaurant
Le Mzaar Intercontinental
Le Vendome Intercontinental
Le Phoenicia Intercontinental
Le Royal Hotel & Resort
Le Gray Hotel
Le Yacht Club Beirut
Lancaster - Hotels Group
Le Patio Hotel Beirut
Lahoya Suites/Homes/Verdun
Les Dunes Holiday Inn
Moevempick hotel & Resort
Riviera Hotel
Rotana - Hotels Group
Radisson Blu Martinez
Softel Le Gabriel Hotel
Stay Bridge Suites Beirut
Park Tower & Saifi Suites
Terrebrune Hotel - Faqra
Beirut Homes - The Small Ville Beirut
Urban boutique Hotel - Faqra
Veer Hotel & Resort
Warwick Palm Beach & Stone 55 Boutique Hotels
Zenotel Wellness Hotel Bhersaf

QATAR
Adagio Premium Apartment Hotel
Grand Hyatt
Intercontinental Hotel
Katara Hospitality - Hotels Group
La Cigale Doha
Moevenpick Hotel
Sealine Beach resort
SIMAISMA
The Avenue
Millennium
M Gallery
Torch
Wyndham
W Hotel
Mandarin Oriental
Sultan Beach Resort
Westin
Mariott Marquis
Hilton
Staybridge
Best Western
Melia
Banana Island
Sheraton
Radisson Blu

SYRIA
Cham Palace Hotels
(12 Hotels inside two hotels Leading)

JORDAN
Cham Palace Hotels Amman
Intercontinental Amman
Le Royal Amman
Radisson Blu Amman & Aqaba
Inthra SARL is a creator and provider of high quality hotel and restaurant supplies in the Middle East, with a specialization in amenities and tabletops.

Since its inception in Lebanon in 1994, Inthra has managed to differentiate itself through products of high caliber. The company is the exclusive representative of numerous international suppliers that are leaders in their fields, thus bringing forth impeccable quality products and services to the region.

Inthra’s reputation is that of an elegant provider of the most carefully crafted products, to the region’s best hotels. The company has managed to build a strong network of manufacturers and product suppliers, ensuring prompt and efficient service with guaranteed quality products.

The company currently employs a work force from various backgrounds, accustomed to assist in whatsoever client requests. The company manufactures many of its products, offering various options to be considered. Internationally renowned brands are stored in stock and available upon request.

In 1998, Inthra achieved ownership of the highest share of the Lebanese amenities market, reaching a turnover of $600,000 USD. While the business is developed on project basis, turnover was of $4 Million USD in 2006, and $10 Million USD in 2014.

The company promotes equipment and is developing markets in Jordan, Syria and Qatar – with a branch in the latter. Furthermore, in order to respond to lower-budget investments, Inthra has set its own Chinese logistics office, where experienced personnel can handle the tasks at hand.